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ABSTRACT

FS.lte element simulations of two laboratory creep tests on thick-walled hollow cylimlers
oi"rock salt are evaluated to determine if such bent h-scale experiments ca. be used to

es,abash applicability of either von Migas or Trescs stress measures and associated How
c.nditions. In the tests, the cylinders were loaded ax)slIy a.d press.rJzed b.th i.ter-

nally and externally to produce stress fields similar to those found around underground
excavatious in rock salt. Several different loading stages were used in each test. The
slmulatio.s show that for each of two creep models studied, quite different defornlatlons

of the cylinders are predicted with the von Mises and Tresca flow criteria, especially
if l'rictJo, between the cylinders a.d axial losdi.g platens is |Rnored. When Friction is
included in the sim.lations, the differe.ces in deformations are changed but sre still

cle_u'ly distinguishable.

INTRODUCTION

Laboratory creep tests o. thick-wsUed hollow cyliqders of rock salt have been i,r-po_ed
as be.eli.scale experiments to evaluate tile accuracy of geomecha,tical models used to
predict the structural response of uudergromld excavations said caverns in bedded said
d..xal salt furmstio.s (Ltuc & Heuserulaun, 1985; Vail Sambeek, 1980; Wawersik /lc
Morgan, 1987). In general tests o1"this type, tile axial load and both the internal s.d
exter.al pressures applied to a thick.walled cyli.der can be adjusted independe.tly to
produce s variety of two- and tluree-dimeuslonal, humoge.euus a.d i.humogeneuus stress
states similar to those around underground openings. However, mdike in situ so.di,iu.s,
loads applied to a thlck-walled cylinder iF, the laboratory cs,, be dellned accurately _uld
controUed. Thus, the bench-scale tests provide ali opportu.ity to isolate ,rod eval.ate

many oi" the pute.tlal sources of error betwee, creep defur.|atlons mesa, urad i. situ s.d
predictions frol. geomechau_ical models of the underground.

Two thlck-waHed hollow cyli.ders of rock salt from the Waste Isolation Pilot l'la.t

(WIPP) near Csrlsbad, New Mexico, USA have each bee. subjected to three disti.ct
stress states for which both axial and radial creep deforms,long have been measured

(WawersJk & Morgsat, 1987; Morgan & Wawerslk, 1989). Ti_ese tests were desigl,ed to
address certalu questions about the constitutive behavior of rock salt. The cu.stitutive
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model luredbeen identified In Nveral earHe_.investlptlons (Morass et mX,1986; Munson
& Fo_sxun, 1986; and Munson et LI, 1989) 8s the most probable reason for s factor of
tltr_ discrepancy between closures (and closure rates) measured around W/PI' excsva.
t_oas ,sd predictions made with msearly reference creep model. The specUic constitutive
coJ:cerns to be addressed in the bench-scale tests included: (1) differences between the
behavior of ssdl core in the laboratory and the behavior or much larger salt masses tn
situ due to hardenln s and dsmase durhqgsample extraction, (2) 8enerallsatlon, requlrlns
choices of'stress measures _nd flow cflterls, of.one-dimensionad laboratory creep response
In standard triaxlal experiments to appUcations involvin 8 truly three dime::sional stress
fields, (3) effects of inhomogeneous stress states on creep deformations as opposed to the
effects of. homogeueous stress fields, and (4) effects d pressure (mean stress) and tools- •
Sure on the creep of.rock salt. The procedure for hlvestlgsth:g these concents involved
comparing ag|al and radial deformations measured in the experiment| _to deformations
p_edicted with finite element models of. the tests, ht the simulations, the material models
did not account for possible pressure effects mid had parameters derived by flttlJtg the
models to conventioasl one-dimensional creep deformations measured oa solid cylindrical
samples subjected to homogeneous stress fields.

In the bench-scale tests, equal ittternal sad external pressures were firNt8pplltq! to
each hollow cylinder to lndxtceuniform stress states through the thickness. Compressive
a_ial loads were superimposed to produce overall stress states ldeutical to those rotund

in ¢o,ventional trlmudalcreep tests. This first phase or loading ensured that the ss_t
|n the bench-scale experiments was sjndlar to the stnnples used to obtain the creep
d&ts from wld_'hthe constitutive parmuneterswere derived. Next, nonmdform, truly
three-dimensiostal stress states were generated in the thick-w_lled hollow cylltsders by
increasing the external pressures. Finally, the Internal pressures were reduced to produce
evenlarger stress gradients throush the walls of the samples,ht the inhon,_,geneous parts
of ti_e two tests, the loads were chosen so that the two samples had almost identical
dev|storic stress fields, llowever, the two tests had different mesa stresses so that the
effect of pressure on devistorlc creep could be Investigated.

]ts the orlgJnalinvestlgst|ost (Morgan k Wswerslk, 1989), two secondary creep models
m:d s unified creep plasticity model for rock salt were used in ¢omlmrst|ve simulations.
The vmi Mines flow criterion was used in ali of.eL., calculations. Close scrutiny of the
stress |rates computed in the fisdte element analyses indicated time the salt had bee:t
uuis_teutJo_ly hardened in the uniform trisx]al Iosdhq_phases at the beshmJnS of'on_
test m:d to s lesser exten_ in the other test. As a result, creep defornmtlons measured in
some of"elsesubsequent nomudform loading phases were much lower titus tlmJe predicted
with the three creep models. In _pJte of the hardest|ns, the combined computstlostal.

• experimental lnvestisstlon did reveal that the thick-walled hollow cylinder tests were
usefvJlfor evaluating certain aspects oi' the creel) behavior of rock salt. For exnJnple,
all of. the constitutive models, without accouhthts for mean streis effects, produced
deformstlotJ predictlmm that were Inn.reasonably good Iq_r_ment with the tvlessurempv:ts
for stress conditions where the effect of prenure should have been the greatest. TISISS:

line results hnp_iet",that pressure does not sjg:dJtcantly htfluence the devistoric creep
response of. _ock salt, st least for the loadissgs applied in the two tests. Furthermore,
each of th_ constitutive models, with the von Mines flow criterion, predicted finemeasltred
closure rates for un]mrdened stages of the tests reasosslLbly weil. Becmtse otte oi' the
secondary crop models hed greatly underpredicted closures secured for undergrotnml
excsw.tions, the good agxeement f.o_ these bench-scale tests appeared to imply either
time the laboratory staples amd salt masses in situ h&ddifferent degrees of hsrdenJug or
th,_t t_,_ 1tress gr_dlents:_ound undergrouud opesdnss could not be duplicated is_the
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Fisure I. Structural model of the thlck-wzlled hollow cylinder test.

bench-scale tests due to the lindted thicknesses of tlle hollow cylinders. The question of

how well the laboratory tests addressed the issue of now criteria was not fully addressed

because ouly tile von Mites associated flow rule had been used in the simulatim,s.

1,1 this paper, the original Investigation of the two WIPP thic_L-walled hollow cylinder
tests (Morgan & Wawerslk, 1989) is extended to determine if the combiuat|on of exper-

, iment and simulation can help to distinguish between von Mises and Tresc_ associated
flow. The issue of flow criteria Is Importsnt because constitutive models with the Tresca

llow rule produced much larger creep deformations around underground excavations its
rock salt titan did the same models with von Mises flow (Munson & Fonum, 1980, Mun-

son et sl, 1989). New numerical simulations of the bench-scale tests are presented in
which one of the secondary creep models used previously is driven by associated Tresca
flow. In addition, the modified Muslson-Dswson creep model for WIPP salt (Munson et

al, 1989) is used with the von Mlses as well as the Tresca flow condition. This model
describes both transient and steady state creep asld should be able to capture the de-
formations observed even Its the hsrdened phases of the hollow cylinder creep tests, lqo
further calrlJlationf have been made witll the uniAed creep plsstidty model i,cluded in

the original study because it failed to predict adequately the deformations associated
with hardenin$. The effects of friction between the platens and the samples are also
iuvestigatedt.

TEST AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

The thick-walled hollow cylhlders had lengtlls of 10.5 ca, outer diameters of 12.5 ca,
and ce'offal holes with diameters of 3.8 ca. _,'he test fLxture and operational proredures
are described elsewher*. (Wawersik k Morgast, 1987), but the structural idealisstiou

iu Figt_re I provides the essential details and was used its ali of the simulatim_s. The
geometry and loSdhlg of the cyl|nders were such that both axis] synunetry slld synunetry
about the nddheight of the samples could be assumed. Internal pressvxe pi and external

pressure Po were applied indepeuclently to both the sample sssd end cap. The axial load
wM distributed across the top of the pistou si _,hepressure p,, The interface bet weett

the steel end cap and the sample was lubricated to keep frictional effects to a ruhr|mum.
Based ou separate measurements iu rotary frictioJl tests, the coelllcient of friction along
the |nterface was taken to be well below 0.18. This value was attained in other tests
where less care was taken to keep friction as low as possible. Thus, simulations with
coelIiciestts of friction between 0.00 and 0.18 were assumed to bvusld all hlctlmlsl eA'ects
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Figure 2. Pressure histories applied in the hollow cylinder tests.

on the deformations and stress Relds.

Time pressure histories applied in each of the two hollow cylinder tests are shown in
Figure 2 along with histories of the average axis] stress in the sample which is determined
from static equilibrium i, the axis] direction. Features of the stress fields produced by

these losdJngs are described in the earlier investigation (Morgan & WswersJk, 1989).
Accordingly, tlmefive stages of each test can be placed in one of three distinct groups if
temperature changes are neglected. Timestages in each group are presented in Table 1.
The stages in Group 1 had equal internal and external pressures that Induced homog_

neous stress states eqltlvalent to those produced Jn conventional triaxisl creep tests. The

magJtitude of the deviatoric stress wwa.5 MPa for the single Group-I stage of Test 1
and 16.8 MPa f-r the first two stages of Test 2. In the Group-2 stages, hmhomogeneous
loading wu sclmieved by changing pe and pe from their Group-I values. In the Group-
3 stages, substmJtial reductions In Pi, with p, and pe essentially unchanged from their
Grs,mp-2 values, generated continued inhomogeneous loading at higher deviatoric stress
levels. For the Test-2 stages of Group 2, the chmtges in p, attd Pe were carefully chosen
to replicate the deviatoric stress state induced hi the sample during the Group-2 stages
of Test 1, but at s higher mean stress and pressure ratio Pe/Ps. Achieveme,t of this
objective was ver_ed by the fact that the deviatoric stresses computed in the origivtal
investigation for adl Group-2 stages with the s_rne commstJtutjvemodel were _hnost iden-

tical. Thus, the major diferences between Test 1 and Test 2 were (1) the magnitudes

of the Group-I triaxJal stresses and (2) the mean stresses and pressure ratios d'Jring the
Group-2 and Group-3 stages. The mean stress during the latter stages was about 20 MPa
for Test I autd 35 MPa for Test 2. Another importmmt feature of the loading tt,rovered in
the original investigations was the fact that the uniform 16.5-MPa deviatoric stress state

generated in time first two sLages of "/_st 2 was higher thA, the inhonJogeneotts stress
states induced during the remaining stages of the test. That lm, duri,g the last three
stages of Test 1 the sample was actually, but mdntentionally, mdosded from a hardened
state• Ma,|festations of hardening also appeared to occur before Stages 2 attd 3 of Test
1. lt probably caused the extremely low creep displscentents and displacement rates
observed In these stages of the two tests.

The two co, stitutive ntodels used in the present simulations ,_re the WIPP refers,ce

elastic-secondary creep (ESC) model (Krieg, 1984) that was used in the origl,s] inves-
tigation and the modified Munson-Dawson model for WIPP salt (Munson et sl, 11#89).

In timeESC model, the equivalent Inehutic creep strain rate _, is a power-law fuatctlon
of the equivale,t stress oq



Table I. Losdins catesories/'or WIP_"thick-waUed hollow cylinder tests

Test Stage
I 1

Group I 2 i
2 2
! 2

Group 2 I 3
2 3
2 4
1 4

Group 3 1 5
2 6

(,. . .Eeq = A o'eq

where 0 is the absolute temperature in kelvin, R is the universal K_sconstant (1.987 csi/mole.K),
s_ld A, n, and Q are model pareuneters with values of 5.79×t0 -3e Ps-4'e/sec, 4.9, eu,d
12 kcai/mole), respectively.

hi the Muuson-Dawson model, _q has the form

(2) q, = F_,
where

(3) F = ! ,C = e_

[(exp -8 I- ,_ _> e_.

Tile equivalent steady state creep strain rate i. is

(4) _. = AI --f exp + d_ _

-q, [,(f,._- _,o)]I'l [B,exp(-_--#-/+ E, exp('_e_/] sinh

[Hl is the lleavidde ,tel, f,mction. The evolutionary equation sover,_hlg tl,e rate of
chs.ge of the internai variable C is

(5) _ - (e- 1)_,.

In Equation 3, _ and 6 are work hardenin 8 and recovery parameters, respectively, with
6 having a value of 0.58 and ,_ havins a stress depe_idence of

h t,

\ #/

5
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lh._re _ i, the sh,sr modulus (12.4 MPa), d._.d as, _w, are material c01u,tant, with values
of -17.37 and -7.738. The transl,,lt attain lhnit _ hi Equation 3 Is also s function oi'
siren

%P/

Ko, c, and m are const_ts wlth vLlues of6.275× 10s, 0.009198, and 3.0. The parameters,

At, Qe, ht, Az, Qa, na, BI, Bs, q, and O'oin Equation 4 hsv_ values of 8.386xi02a s -l,
25000 cal/mole, 5.5, 9.762xi0 I= s-l, 10000 cal/mole, 5.0, 6.086xi0 e s-I, 3.034xi0-=
s-:, S.335×I#, and 20.57 MPm_r®spectlvely.

The above relatio:t8 apply/'or either the von Ml,es or Treats flow criterion. However,

the exp:ession l'or _,q differs for the two criteria. When Mises flow is assumed, _q is
where 7_ is the second hlvarJant oi"the devlatoric ,tresses. For Tresca flow, _,, Is

2v_# cos ¢ where ¢ is the Lode mlgle SlVen by (e.s. Fossum et al, 1988)

18) ,/,= g 2::/: .
J3 is the tldrd invsrlant of the deviatoric stress tensor. Tlte Lode angle varies between
-w/6 and w/6. For conventional trJaxjal loading in compression, the Lode angle is w/6,
lu, d the volt Miss, auld Trescs expressions l'or _,e sre equivalent. Uxider pure sliesr
conditiolis (¢=0), the 'l_Yescaequivalent ,tress is 1.15 times the von Miss. equjvalelit
stress and ii:us produces creep strain rates that sre about 2 times larger than the von
Miss, rates for the ESC model. Furthermore, the two criteria produce associated flow
in cliff',rent directions for the same stress state. Under von Mises conditions, the strain
rate cotnponents are proportional to the ratio of the dev|atoric stress components to the
von Mises stress. With Tr,sca, flow occurs o11ly in the directions of the maximum and
mi,imum priticipal devlstorlc stresses. That is, no flow occurs in the direction of the
intermediate principal ,tress.

COMPUTED STRESS FIELDS

Devjatoric stresses computed with the Mm:son-Dawson model and zero I.rictlott bet weet_

the platen and saunple are plotted on the w-plane (e.g. Mendebon, 1968) in Figure 3
at _the beginnh,g and end oi"Stage 4/Test 1. This psrticuJsr stage wM m,al['ected by
hardening. Therefore, it was identified as the one stage oi. both tests for wl,ich the
most m:aJnbiguous comparisons of computed aud measured responses could be made.
The deviatoric stress components, $., Sz, and $,, are projections of the radJai, axial,
and tangej:tiai prh:cil:a] stresses onto the w-plane. Each set oi tej: points represet:ts the
radial gradient of the devJatoric stress throughthe row of elements at the lower boundary
oi"the mesh in Figure I. The point of each distribution I.srtllest from the origin ol"the
w-platte corresponds to the devistoric stress state in the element nearest the cetttral hole.
$intilarly, the poit_t nearest the origh_ corresponds to the stress ii: the element nearest the
outer diameter of the cyli_tder. Several import_utt observations can be made from the_e
stress distributions. One i, the location of the distributions in tl_e w-plane. Regardless
of whether the von Miss, or Trescs flow condition is used, all of the stress distril:utio_s

lie ii: the .ezra:tr between the positive $_ and negative St axes. In this sextm_:t, the axial
stress is the intermediate principal stress. Thtr,, for the simulation with the Tr,sca flow
condition, the axial di,place,etrr sheuld be =ero. Furl.hern:or_, all of the distributh,,s
lle out,ide the circle with radius of 8.5 MPa. This iml:lie, if:at none of the sample was
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Figure 3. Deviatoric stress distributions computed with theMunson-Dawson

model for (ai von Mises flow and (bi Tresca flow; zero friction between the
plate, s a,d the sample

unloaded duri,g this stage of the test. Finally, the distributions computed with the von
Mises triter|on chaltge very little from the beginning to the end of the stage whereas the
distributions computed with the Trescs criterion change by s large amount.

Similar stress distributions for the MuJIson-Dawson model slid a coefficient of friction

of 0.! 8 between the platens and the sample are shown in Figure 4 f-r Stage 4Test 1. For
the simulations with the von Migas flow criterion, the s_ress distributio, s in _Figure 4a
are ahiwst the seine as those for vmi Migas flow without friction in Figure 3a. The

distributions computed with friction are shifted slightly mid show s sUghtly larger change
from the beginning to the end of the stage. Nevertheiess, the similarity of the stress
fields with and without friction implies that friction should have only small effects on the
displacements computed with von Migas flow. On the other hand, the stress distrlbutious

iii Figure 4b for Tresca flow with friction sre quite differexlt from those in Fig, re 3b. In
fact, th_. distribution at the end of the stage for the simulation with a coeflicieltt of
friction of U.18 hldirates that the stress state in the outer portion of the cylinder lies on
the $, axis. For this case, the axial and ts_tget|tial stresses are equal, and flow in the
axial direction le possible. ,

Stress gradients for the other steges of the Group-2 mid Group-3 load histories sre
similarto those hl Figures 3 and 4 in that they fall either e, tirely or abnost e,tirely
witlti, this stone sextant of the w-platte. Thus, expectations sl)out thr disldace,te,ts
during these stages of both tests are similar to those for Stage 4/Test 1. M_'eover, the

stress distributions computed with the ESC model are also qualitatively similar to those
in Figures 3 mid 4.

".

COMP#LRISON OF DISPLACEMENT PREDICTIONS

Axlal dlsplsceme, t historles predicted with both the ESC and Mtmson-Daweon mod-

els are pre_elited aloltg with the meas_ed axial deformations ht i_igure 5 for the case
with no friction. Predictions computed with boLh von Migas and Tresca flow criteria are

included. Positive displacements represent shortening of the cylis:ders during tire test.
The corresponding changes in diameter of the cetttral hole are shoran ht Figure 6. Ft,r
the triaxial Group-1 singes of both tents, the ESC axial displacements and hole-diameter
changes computed with either vmi MiBg or Tresca are identical as expected for these
stress conditions which are essentially unls.tlal. Only snial] differences are noticeable

T
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Fig, re 4. Devlatoric _tress distributions coxnputed with the Munso,-Dswson

model for (a) von Mises Row snd (b) Tresca flow; coefficient of friction between
the plate,s and the sample is 0.18.
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Figure 5. Axial d]splacemeut histories for (s) Test 1 and (b) Test 2, no friction

in the Group-1 von Miles and Tresca predictions computed with the Mungos-Dawson

model. These diJ]'ereitces represeut numerical Inaccuracies related to the convergextce
tolera,ces used in tile simulations. During the Group.2 autd Group-3 stages ofthe tests,
particularly durjug Stage 4/Test 1, the greatest diq'ereltces betweelt tile axial defonmta-

Lions predicted with the von Mises antd '/'resca l/sw cottditioxts become appareJtt. TILe
axial displacement Idstories for tile Tresca criterion sre nearly co, sLant for ali of tlnese
stages regardless of the constitutive model used. That is, no creep defortnatiults occur.

The o_dy changes in these histories are elastiC: displacentents associated with chatnges
in tile loads. This deformations] behavior is co, sistextt with the Tresca stress distribu-

tiolls In Figure 3b. TILe von MJses axial displacements ldstories in Figure 5 also chaitge
very little during the hardened (recovery) stages of tile tests (Stage 2/Test 1, Stages 3

r* & 4/Test 2), but they increase by a relatively large amount, as do the measured axial

displacements, duriitg Stages 3 & 4/Test 1. The von MiLes httenml di,unete; changq,s
In Figure 6 sre also distinct f_ont tile Tresc& sJn|tulatiutts which yield larger diameter
chs|,ges eJtd change rates duriug the uxdlardened stages of the tests. TILe */'resca rates
are between 1.5 and 2.0 times larger than the von MiLes rates.

Thus, for sets ft_ctJon, the responses predicted with the voxt Miles and Tresca flow

criteria are clearly disting,dshable, and comparisons of measured and computed defor-

ntatiext rates appear to imply that the vint MiLes simulations come closer to matclditg tile

8
_



Figure 6. CentraJ hule dlsmeter c_a_ges for (s) Test I aud (b) Test 3, no frictlo,

observed behavior. Direct coinlmrison o1'deformations sre not appropriate ss explal,ed
in the original investigation. The fact that these conclusions hold for either of two fun-
damentally different constitutive models indicates that the differences iii the respo,ses
are due to dJfl'erencesin the flow criteria and not to shortcomhtgs of the constitutive
relations thenmelves.

The distinctions between the von Mises and Tre_c&simulations change when friction is
taken into account. Axial displacentent histories computed with s coellicleut of friction of

0.le are shown in Figures T mtd S along with the histories computed without accounting
for friction. The ldstories iu Figure 7 were computed with the ESC model, sasd those
in Figure S were computed with Muuson-Dawson model. Durhtg the trisxial Group-I
stages, sxial displace, te,t reductions due to friction are observed. Throughout '_restL,the
von Mises axial displacements sre ala_lostidentical regardless of the coefficient of friction.
This is consistellt with the you Mises stress distributions in Figures 3 and 4. The ,sost
important observation from Figures Tand 8 is that fact the l_resca displacements during
Stages 3 & 4/Test I said Stage 5/Test 2 are no longer constant but increase with time.
These displacements are consistent with the stress gradients in Figures 4b. The Trescs
axial displacement rates during these stages continue to be less ills, tl,ose conq_uted
with the von Mises criterion. However_the differences ht rates are sulaIlerand make
the comparisons with the test data more ambiguous than when friction was ignored. At
the same time, a new _omaly arises iu Tresca simulations with frictioxl when the hole
diameter changes ht Figures 9 slid I0 are considered. As expected, friction tends to
reduce the dia_neter changes during the Group-2 and Group-3 stages of the two tests.
The salomaly occurs in the Tresca diameter chalq_esdurillg the Group-1 stages of Test 2
and ia most apparent for the E$C simulations in Figure 9b. During Stages I auld 2,
the rate of change of the hole dislneter, _, tvnlputed with the Trescs flow criterion

_d a coefllcient oi"friction of 0.18, increases with time; that is, the history is concave
upward, whereas the oth_.r computed rates and the meMured rates decrease with time.
The _tue sa,omaly Is seen in Figure I0 during Stage 2/Test 2 for the Munson-Dawsott
simulation with friction aald Trescs flow. Thus, the characteristics distinguishlng Tresca
from von Mises flow when friction is considered are dillerent from those without Friction.
Neverthe]en, the distinctions are still i_,depende1_t,_fthe constitutive model used, a,d
the simulations with vo_ Mises/low still appear to provide better qualitative correlation
with the data.
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Fig,,re 9. Central hole diameter changes for (a)Test I and (b) Test 2, wltl, an,l
without friction, ESC mo:lel
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Figure I0. Central hole diameter changes for (s) Test I end (b) Test 2, with and
without fdctiou, Munson-Dawsou model

CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons or shnulstions of tile two WIPP tldck-walled hollow cy|inder creep tests
have shown that tile vvu Mises and Tresca/low criteria produce distinctly different re-
sponses. The distinctlons change with the magnitude of friction between the plate, s
and the samples but do not dhahdsh qualitatively. When friction is isnored, the major
distinguishin s feature Is the lack of axial displacement chauges hl the Trescs simula-
tions during stages of inhomogeneous loading in contrast to relatively Isrse displacement
changes In tlle von Mises sLmulstionsmid in the measured data. The Tresca simulations
also produce rates of change of the internal hole diameter that sre between 1.5 and 2.0
titiles higher tllan those computed in von Mises simulations. When friction is mode)_d,
the Tresca axial displacements do change during the m_hsrdened inhomogeneous loading
stages, but they sre not sl Isrge as the axial displacement rates produced either in the
von Mises simulations or in the measurements. In further compsrisons to the experimen-

tsl data, the Trescs simulations accounting for friction produce anomalously i,creasi,g
rates of clm, ge oi"the hole diameter during the trlaxial stress stages of the experiments.
Tlds anomaly is not observed when the von Mises calculations sre compared to the test
results° ALIof the observations above hold for each of the two different creep models
used ilt the calculations. Thus, the tldck-wal]ed hoUow cylitlder tests in conju,ction
with rmite element analyses appear to be _ usef_d means of distinguJsldng between flow
criteria for rock salt. However, thls conclusion is based on mdy two tests with a limited
set of loading co, ditlons..wn addition, some of the loading conditions unintentionally
hardened the salt &hdhltrodlsced uncertainty hits the measurements. Consequently, sl-
though the merits of the tldck-walled hollow cylinder tests appear to be positive, they
must be substatltiated with further testing.
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